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1 Introduction

The Michael-Scott queue (MS-queue) is a fast and practical concurrent queue
[3]. The practicality of the queue is witnessed by that fact that a variant of it
is used in the Java standard library.

In these notes we prove that both the original MS-queue, and variant of it,
is a contextual refinement of a queue implemented using course grained concur-
rency. To carry out the proofs we use the proof technique logical relations in
the logic Iris [2]. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with Iris and with
how contextual refinement can be proven with a binary logical relation.
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The variant of the MS-queue, which we name the lagging tail MS-queue,
closely resembles ConcurrentLinkedQueue in the Java standard library
java.util.concurrent. It also closely resembles the variant for which contex-
tual refinement is proved in “Logical Relations for Fine-Grained Concurrency”
by Aaron Turon, et al. [4]. They cover a variant of the MS-queue without a
tail pointer. As they mention this has little consequences for the refinement
proof. In these notes we include a tail pointer in the variant as it makes it more
realistic and closer to the variant used in the Java standard libary.

We implement the two queues in the language Fµ,ref,conc. That is, sim-
ply typed λ-calculus extended with impredicative polymorphism, iso-recursive
types, higher-order store, and concurrency based on threads. The language is
entirely standard and the details can be found in the chapter “Case Study:
Types and Abstraction: Logical Relations in Iris” in the Iris lecture notes [1],
among others.

The rest of the notes are organized as follows:

• In section 2 we describe and present an implementation of both the original
MS-queue queue and the lagging tail variant.

• In section 3 we describe and define the resource algebras and invariants
we use to prove the contextual refinement.

• In section 4 we prove that the lagging tail MS-queue refines a course
grained queue.

• In section 5 we extend the invariants and adapt the proof to the original
MS-queue

Both refinement proofs have been formalized using the Iris implementation
in Coq.

2 The Michael-Scott Queue

In this section we describe the two variants of the MS-queue and present their
implementation in Fµ,ref,conc. The implementation can be seen in Figure 1.

As depicted in Figure 3 the MS-queue consists of a singly linked list, con-
taining the values in the queue. The first node in the list is denoted the sentinel,
and its value is not part of the queue. The queue maintains two pointers, the
sentinel pointer, �̀s, which points to the sentinel and the tail pointer, �̀t, which,
as a first approximation, points to the last node in the linked list.

By convention, if `n is a location representing a node, then a location point-
ing into that node is named �̀n and the location out from that node to the next
node is named `n�. If `n is a node and `n′ its successor, then the pointer between
the nodes can be denoted both `n� or �̀n′ depending on the circumstances.

Using the the following notation for option types

Option τ , 1 + τ none , inj1 1 some v , inj2 v
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getValue x ,match x with none⇒ crash | some v ⇒ v

queueMS , Λ. let node = ref (fold (some(none, (ref (ref (fold none))))))
tail = ref node
head = ref node

in (dequeueMS head, enqueueMS tail)

dequeueMS head , rec try () =
let n = ! head

c = π2(getValue (unfold !n))
in match unfold ! ! c with

none ⇒ none
some (x, xs)⇒ if CAS head n ! c

then some(getValue x)
else try ()

enqueueMS tail x , letn = ref (fold (some (some x, ref (ref (fold none))))) in
(rec try () =

let c = π2 (getValue (unfold ! ! tail))
t = ! c

in match unfold ! t with
none ⇒ if CAS c t n

then tail← n; ()
else try ()

some ⇒ try ()
) ()

Figure 1: Implementation of the original MS-queue in Fµ,ref,conc

enqueueMS tail x , let n = ref (fold (some (some x, ref (ref (fold none)))))
tt = ! tail

in (rec try c =
let t = ! c in
match ! t with

none ⇒ if CAS c t n
then CAS tail tt n ; ()
else try c

some c′ ⇒ try (π2 c
′)

) (π2 (getValue (unfold ! tt)))

Figure 2: Implementation of enqueue in the lagging tail MS-queue in Fµ,ref,conc
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· · ·

�̀s

x1 xn`s

�̀t

`s� `n `n� `t `t�

node

−

Figure 3: The MS-queue is a singly linked list

we implement nodes in the MS-queue such that they have the type

NodeType τ := Ref (µα. Option (Option τ × Ref (Ref α))).

At its essence this is the type of a mutable linked list. But, there are two
non-obvious details.

The outermost Ref and the last of the two Ref’s around α serve to make
nodes comparable by pointer equality. Hence pointers to nodes can be changed
with CAS.

The value in the node, the τ , is placed inside an Option. This is necessary
when constructing a new queue. At that time an initial sentinel must be created,
but no values of type τ are available. The initial sentinel is the only node which
does not have a value, and the value of the sentinel is never inspected. Hence
we often need to read the value of an Option which is known to be a some. This
is the purpose of the getValue function in Figure 1.

`�s

`s

`�t

`s�−

Figure 4: A newly constructed queue

Initialization of a new MS-queue, the function queueMS in Figure 1, first
constructs the initial sentinel. It then allocates the sentinel and the tail pointer,
both pointing to the sentinel. Finally is returns a pair consisting of dequeueMS

and enqueueMS partially applied to the sentinel pointer and the tail pointer,
respectively. A newly constructed queue is seen in Figure 4.

Dequeue finds the node succeeding the sentinel. If no such node exists, the
queue is empty, and none is returned. If a succeeding node is found, dequeue
attempts to change the sentinel pointer to the succeeding node with CAS. If
the CAS is successful, the value in the new sentinel is returned. If the CAS
is unsuccessful dequeue starts over. Figure 5 shows how successfully dequeuing
an element from a non-empty queue changes the sentinel.
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Figure 5: dequeue on the MS-queue

· · ·

�̀s

xn

�̀t

`t `t�

xn′`t′ `t′�

CAS

CAS

· · ·

Figure 6: enqueue on the MS-queue

The enqueue operation differs between the two variants of the MS-queue,
but both variants share the same overall structure:

1. Construct a new node containing the value that should be enqueued.

2. Find the last node in the queue.

3. By means of a CAS, attempt to change the outgoing pointer of the last
node such that it points to the new node instead of nil.

4. If the CAS is successful, update the tail pointer such that it too points
to the new node. Otherwise start over from step 2.

Figure 6 illustrates step 3 and 4. Clearly, these two steps can not happen
atomically. Hence, the queue must allow for the possibility that the tail pointer
is outdated or lags behind. How exactly the tail pointer is allowed to do this is
the difference between the two variants of the queue. This also affects how the
tail node is found in step 2.

2.1 Enqueue in the original MS-queue

In the original MS-queue, the tail pointer can lag behind the last node by at
most one node. As such the tail pointer points to either the actual last node or
the node just before the last node.

The tail pointer lags behind only in the time between the two CAS op-
erations in step 3 and 4 above. In this duration any other thread wishing to
enqueue a value is prevented from doing so.

To find the last node, step 2, under these circumstances enqueue simply
reads the tail pointer. If the succeeding node is non-nil, then the tail pointer is
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lagging behind, and enqueue stats over by reading the tail pointer again. This
ensures that when a thread invalidates the tail pointer in step 3 it knows that no
other thread will change neither the tail pointer nor the last node while the tail
lags. Hence in step 4 it can update the tail pointer to the node that it inserted
knowing that nothing has changed in the meantime.

2.2 Enqueue in the lagging tail MS-queue

In the lagging tail MS-queue the constraints on the tail pointer are more relaxed.
The tail pointer may lag behind by any amount of nodes. Hence enqueue can
no longer depend on the tail pointer eventually pointing to the tail. To find the
last node, step 2, enqueue now reads the tail pointer, and then traverses the list
by repeatedly reading the succeeding node until it encounters a node with no
successor. If such a node is found it must be the last node.

If the CAS in step 3 fails enqueue does not read the tail pointer again,
instead it continues traversing the list from the current node until it again finds
a node with no successor.

Between step 3 and 4 any number of other enqueue operations may have
changed the queue. Hence enqueue only attempts to change the tail pointer
with CAS and there is no guarantee that this actually makes the tail pointer
to the last node.

3 Setup

In this section we present the invariant we use in the refinement proof of the
lagging tail MS-queue. In section 5 we extend these invariants for the original
MS-queue.

In Iris a refinement proof for a data-structure such as the MS-queue usually
follows the same overall structure. First one must symbolically execute the
initialization for the implementation and the specification. Then one must
show that a number of functions are related (in our case enqueue and dequeue).
When showing that functions are related one must do so persistently, that is
without consuming any resources. This is achieved by using the knowledge
from the initialization to establish an invariant which is sufficient to prove the
operations. The critical and most challenging part of such a proof is thus to
conjure up a suitable invariant. Once this is done, proving refinement for the
operations is typically fairly straightforward.

3.1 Resource algebras

The invariant makes use of three different resource algebras.
The enqueue operation traverses over the list starting from the tail until it

finds the last node. Once it does that it attempts to change what the last node
points to. When doing so it needs a token that “proves” that the node which it
changes is the node which the queue invariant also thinks is the last node. To
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model this we use the product resource algebra of fractions and agreement over
locations Q01 ×Ag(Loc). We then use the notation

H# ` , (1/2, ag(`))

for denoting half the agreement. By convention, we use γ as the ghost name for
ownership of elements of this resource algebra.

A node can be in three different states in relation to the sentinel node. It
can either have yet to become the sentinel, currently be the sentinel, or no
longer be the sentinel. A node can only move forward through these states. We
represent these states using the resource algebra Auth(N+), the authorative
resource algebra of natural numbers with addition as the operation. We define
the states as

nodeLive , 0 nodeSentinel , 1 nodeDead , 2.

The fragment ◦ s represents the persistent knowledge that a node is at least in
state s. By convention, we use ι as the ghost name for ownership of elements of
this resource algebra.

As part of our invariant we want to maintain information about all nodes in
existence. We achieve this by means of a finite partial map

Auth(Loc
fin−⇀ Ag(GName× Loc)).

The map associates a node with a ghost name relating it to ownership of an
instance of the previous resource algebra and the location that points out of the
node. We use κ as the ghost name for ownership of elements of this resource
algebra.

We define notation for persistent fractional knowledge that a location ` is a
node and exists in the nodes map as

` 7→κ
n (ι, `n) , ◦(` 7→ ag(ι, `n))

κ
.

3.2 Invariant

Consider the depiction of the MS-queue in Figure 3 on page 4. In this diagram
the only pointers that may change are �̀s, �̀t, and `t�. In particular, the internal
pointer in a node which points to the pair is never changed after allocation.
And once a node has been assigned a successor its pointer to that successor is
never changed. Hence we should be able to share and duplicate the information
about those pointers. To this end, we use an existential fractional points-to
predicate

` ↪→−i v , ∃q ∈ Q01. ` ↪→q
i v.

This has the advantage that it is duplicable.

` ↪→−i v −∗ ` ↪→−i v ∗ ` ↪→−i v.

The invariant and auxiliary definitions are as seen in Figure 7. In the this
section we go through the various parts and explain their purpose.
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I is the top-level invariant. It is parameterized by two ghost names γ and κ,
a relation of values τi, the two pointers �̀s and �̀t which the MS-queue
consists of, the `s pointer which points to the linked list for the course
grained queue, and, finally, l which is the lock guarding the course grained
queue. Note the approach we take here to tie the physical representation
of the MS-queue with the course grained queue. The invariant states
the existence of two lists, xsi and xss. The predicates IMS and ICG then
link the two lists to a physical representation of each queue. The last big
separating conjunction then states that the values in each list are pair-wise
related with the value relation τi.

IMS contains half the points-to predicate for �̀s (the other half is owned by
the sentinel, as we see later), the whole points-to predicate for �̀t, the
knowledge that both the sentinel and the tail are in the nodes map, and
half of the authorative knowledge that the sentinel is in the sentinel state.

isQueueMS ties a list to the physical structure of the queue. Note that it is
passed location to a node and not a node. If isQueueMS is given an empty
list then exactly half the location is owned and it points to nil. This is the
pointer we want to change when enqueuing a new node. Finally we have
H# `

γ
. Since the other half of this agreement is in IMS this location must

be the end of the queue. If the list is not empty, we have a ↪→ − points-to
predicate corresponding to the fact that this location never changes. We
also know that the node is not yet the sentinel.

INS states the existence of a map m, which we call the nodes map, with the
type

Loc
fin−⇀ GName×GName× Loc.

The ag m refers to the point-wise application of ag to all values in the
codomain of m. The predicate thus contains ghost state with a map that
requires agreement for all values in m. The big separating conjunction
ties the locations in m to the node invariant.

IN holds for each node. It contains the information that the location points to a
pair and information about the next node. The last disjunction represents
the states that the nodes can be in.

pointsToSome expresses that a location ` does not point to nil but to an
actual node: Crucially we know that if a node is no longer the sentinel
then it points to a some. This is due to the fact that the only way a
node can ever stop being the sentinel is if a dequeue operation moved
the sentinel pointer to a node which the sentinel points to. This can not
happen unless the node has a successor node.

nextNode expresses that a location points to a proper node and not nil.

ICG is for the course grained queue. The course grained queue is implemented
as a linked-list guarded by a lock. We do not detail its implementation.
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Here isLocked is an abstract representation predicate and isQueueCG ex-
presses the structure of the linked list.

4 Refinement proof of the lagging tail MS-queue

In this section we prove that the lagging tail MS-queue is a contextual refinement
of a course grained queue.

� queueMS ≤log queueCG : ∀α.(1→ Option α)× (α→ 1)

Since both queueMS and queueCG are type abstractions we have to show that
in a context extended with α interpreted using any value relation R : Val×Val→
iProp it is the case that the expressions inside the type abstractions are related.
We can then symbolically execute the code on the right hand side. After this
we have:

`nil ↪→ fold none ∗ `s� ↪→ `nil ∗ `s ↪→ fold(some(none, `s�))∗
�̀s ↪→ `s ∗ �̀t ↪→ `s

Similarly, from stepping through the right hand side we get

`list ↪→s none ∗ isLocked(`lock,False).

Together with the allocation of ghost state this is enough to establish the
invariant. We thus have

IN(γ, κ, ι, �̀s, `n, `toNext)
δ

in the context.
Both the implementation and the specification evaluates to pairs. In order

to show that these values are related we must show that the values in them are
pairwise related. This requires us to show that both the fine grained dequeue
and enqueue are logical refinements of their course grained counterparts. We
do this in the next two sections.

4.1 dequeue

We are to show the logical refinement:

[α := R] � dequeueMS �̀s ≤log dequeueCG `lock `list : 1→ Option α.

Recall that per the definition of dequeue the left hand side is:

rec try () =
let n = ! �̀s

c = getValue (unfold !n)
in match unfold ! ! (π2 c) with

none ⇒ none
some (x, xs)⇒ if  CAS �̀s n ! (π2 c)

then some(getValue x)
else try ()
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Top-level invariant

I(γ, κ, τi, �̀s, �̀t, `s, l) , ∃xsi, xss. IMS(γ, κ, �̀s, �̀t, xsi) ∗ ICG(`s, xss, l) ∗∗(xi,xs)∈(xsi,xss) τi(xi, xs)

Invariant for the MS-queue

IMS(γ, κ, �̀s, �̀t, xsi) , ∃ `s, `t, `s�, `t�, ιs, ιt.
�̀s ↪→

1/2
i `s ∗ `s 7→κ

n (ιs, `s�) ∗ • 1/2nodeSentinel
ιs∗

�̀t ↪→i `t ∗ `t 7→κ
n (ιt, `t�)∗

isQueueMS(γ, κ, `s�, xsi) ∗ INS(γ, κ, �̀s)

Representation predicate for the MS-queue

isQueueMS(γ, κ, �̀n, []) , ∃`n. �̀n ↪→
1/2
i `n ∗ `n ↪→−i fold none ∗ H# �̀n

γ

isQueueMS(γ, κ, �̀n, x :: xs) , ∃`n, `n�, ι.
`n 7→κ

n (ι, `n�) ∗ • 1/2nodeLive
ι∗

�̀n ↪→−i `n ∗ `n ↪→−i fold (some (inj2 x, `n�))∗
isQueueMS(γ, κ, `n�, xs)

The nodes map which contains the authorative map

INS(γ, κ, �̀s) , ∃m.• (ag m)
κ ∗ ∗

`s 7→(ι,`n)∈m

IN(γ, κ, ι, �̀s, `s, `n)

Invariant maintained for a single node

IN(γ, κ, ι, �̀s, `n, `n�) , ∃x.`n ↪→−i fold (some (x, `n�)) ∗ nextNode(γ, κ, `n�)∗
((• nodeDead ι ∗ pointsToSome `n�)∨

(• 1/2 nodeSentinel
ι ∗ �̀s ↪→

1/2
i `n)∨

(• 1/2 nodeLive
ι
))

pointsToSome( �̀n) , ∃`n, x, `n�. �̀n ↪→−i `n ∗ `n ↪→−i fold (some(x, `n�))

nextNode(γ, κ, �̀n) , ∃`n. ( �̀n ↪→
1/2
i `n ∗ `n ↪→−i fold none ∗ H# �̀n

γ
)

∨(∃ι, `n�. �̀n ↪→−i `n ∗ `n 7→κ
n (ι, `n�))

Invariant for the course grained queue

ICG(`s, xss, l) , ` ↪→s isQueueCG(xs) ∗ isLocked(`lock,False)

Representation predicate for the course grained queue

isQueueCG([]) , none

isQueueCG(x :: xs) , some (x, isQueueCG(xs))

Figure 7: The invariants and auxilary definitions
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In the above we have indicated the linearization points using  . The first  is
the linearization point when the queue is empty and the second when the queue
is not empty.

Since both sides in the refinement are lambda-values we have to show that for
any two values v1 and v2, where � v1 ≤log v2 : 1, it is the case that dequeueMS v1

is related to dequeueCG v2. Since v1 and v2 are related at the type 1 they must
both be equal to the unit value (). Hence we are to show

[α := R] � dequeueMS �̀s () ≤log dequeueCG lock list () : 1→ Option α.

As the right hand side is a recursive function we first apply the löb rule. We
then step through the implementation until we arrive at the first load:

let n = ! �̀s

Here we open the invariant, which states the existence of a location `s and the

points-to assertion �̀s ↪→
1/2
i `s which we use to load the pointer. We then

close the invariant again, but we can keep the following persistent or duplicable
resources:

`s 7→κ
n (ι, `s�) ∗ ◦ nodeSentinel ι ∗ `s ↪→−i fold (some (x, `s�)) (1)

for some `s� and x. The fractional points-to assertion for `s is acquired by using
`s 7→κ

n (ι, `s�) to look up the node in the node map.
We get to the load at the next line:

c = getValue (unfold ! `s )

We can evaluate this without opening the invariant, since we still have the
fractional points-to predicate for this location from Equation 1. Thus, the load
evaluates to fold (some (x, `s�)). With this information we can symbolically
execute the following unfold, getValue, and the projection on the next line.

We arrive at the next load:

match unfold ! ! `s� with

We open the invariant and lookup the node invariant for `s in the nodes map.
The invariant for the node contains nextNode γ κ `s� which is the disjunction:

∃`n. `s� ↪→1/2
i `n ∗ `n ↪→−i fold none ∗ H# `

γ

∨ ∃ι′`′.`s� ↪→−i `n ∗ `n 7→κ
n (ι′, `′).

We consider each case in the disjunction separately.
In the first case `s� points to a nil-node for some `n:

`s� ↪→1/2
i `n ∗ `n ↪→−i fold none ∗ H# `

γ
(2)

As previously mentioned this is a linearization point. Let us first consider why
that is the case, as one might expect that the linearization point is after the next
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load operation as that operation which reads the sum which the code proceeds
to match on.

The reason is that the location read in this load may change whereas the
location read in the next step never changes. The sentinel we read might point
to a nil-node right after this load operation, but after the next load operation
another thread might have enqueued a new element after the sentinel. Hence
only in this step can we know that the queue is empty.

This might seem like a conundrum. We need to decide now whether or not
to step the specification code forward, but, the sum which decides this is only
read in the next step of the implementation. Fortunately the value of the next
location never changes and we have modeled this with the fractional points-to
predicate:

`n ↪→−i fold none ∗ H# `
γ

Hence, in this case we know that `s� points to `n right now and we know that `n
points to a none. And since the latter points-to predicate is duplicable we can
keep it, corresponding to the fact that the location never changes. If it points to
a nil-node now we can carry out the steps for the linearization points knowing
that is also points to that later. In other words, in this step we have enough
information to conclude what the result of the next load operation is, and thus
the future holds no surprises. Following the above we must now conclude that
the queue is empty

xsi = xss = [].

From opening the invariant and looking up the node `s in the node map we
have the disjunction corresponding to the state of the node:

(• nodeDead ι ∗ pointsToSome `toNext)∨

(• 1/2 nodeSentinel
ι ∗ �̀s ↪→

1/2
i `n)∨

(• 1/2 nodeLive
ι
)

Recall that we have ◦ nodeSentinel ι from Equation 1 which leads to a contradic-
tion in the third disjunct. The first disjunct states that `s� points to a non-nil
node which contradicts Equation 2. Hence only the middle disjunct is possible
and we have

�̀s ↪→
1/2
i `n.

This allows us to conclude that the node we read previously from the sentinel
pointer is still the sentinel pointer. We can line up the points-to predicates we
have:

�̀s ↪→i `s
`s ↪→−i fold (some (x, `s�))

`s� ↪→−i fold none
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Clearly, this implies that the queue is empty, and by combining the above with
isQueueMS(γ, κ, `s�, xsi) we can conclude that xsi = []. Combining this with

∗
(xi,xs)∈(xsi,xss)

τi(xi, xs)

we know, additionally, that xss = []. With this it is easy to show that the
specification code evaluates to none. We can close the invariant while keeping
the duplicable

`s� ↪→−i fold none

for the next load operation. The match then ends up in the first case and the
implementation also evaluates to none. This concludes the case.

In the second case `s� points to a non-nil node. For some ι′ and `′

`s� ↪→−i `n ∗ `n 7→κ
n (ι′, `′).

Observe that both the lars: omit ’the’ resources are duplicable. This means
that we know, and can keep knowing, that the location `n is a node and that
`s� points to that node. We use the points-to predicate to step over the load and
look up `n in the nodes map which gives us a points-to predicate for `n. Hence
we can step over the next load, the match which takes the second branch, and
reach:

if CAS �̀s `s `n

If the CAS succeeds this is the other linearization points. We open the invariant
which contains the points-to predicate �̀s ↪→1/2 `

′
s for some `′s. This is only

half the points-to predicate, and there is currently no way to get the other
half. Fortunately we only need the full points-to predicate when the CAS is
successful. We now consider the two cases for the CAS.

The CAS succeeds and `s = `′s. In order to show that the CAS is safe we
first need to get the other half of the points-to predicate for �̀s. From IMS (??)
we have:

`s 7→κ
n (ι′, `′s�) ∗ • 1/2nodeSentinel

ι′

Since the nodes map has agreement we can combine this with the `s 7→κ
n (ι, `s�)

we acquired when we opened the invariant for the first time and conclude ι = ι′

and `s� = `′s�. Intuitively, we know that the sentinel pointer points to the same
sentinel as before and since the nodes map associates such a location with a
ghost name and location that never change, this location must be associated
with the same ι and `s� as before. This information is critical since we know
something about `s� (that it points to a non-nil node), but nothing about `s�′ .

After rewriting, we have from IMS:

• 1/2nodeSentinel
ι
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By looking `s up in the nodes map we can conclude that the disjunction in IN

is in the sentinel state. We thus have:

• 1/2 nodeSentinel
ι ∗ �̀s ↪→

1/2
i `n

This gives us the full points-to predicate for �̀s and we can safely step over
the CAS. We must now close the invariant. This involves closing the previous
sentinel in the dead state, and the node after it it in the sentinel state which is
fairly easy to do.

The CAS fails and `s 6= `′s. In this case we can use the points-to predicate

�̀s ↪→1/2 `
′
s from the invariant to show that the CAS is safe. Since the CAS

fails we end up in the else branch of the if-statement:

else try ()

Applying the induction hypothesis concludes the proof.

4.2 enqueue

To conclude the refinement proof we now show refinement of the enqueue oper-
ation.

[α := R] � enqueueMS �̀t ≤log enqueueCG `lock `list : α→ 1.

As both sides of the refinement are lambda-values we must show that these
are related when applied to any two values, xI and xS , related by R. Per the
definition of enqueue the left hand side is

let n = ref (fold (some (some x, ref (ref (fold none)))))
tt = ! �̀t

in (rec try c =
let t = ! c in
match ! t with

none ⇒ if  CAS c t n
then CAS �̀t tt n ; ()
else try c

some c′ ⇒ try (π2 c
′)

) (π2 (getValue (unfold ! tt)))

The linearization point is indicated with  .
We first step over the construction of the new node on the first line. This

gives us the resources:

`nil ↪→ fold none ∗ `x� ↪→ `nil ∗ `x ↪→ fold (some (some xI , `s�)) (3)

To step over the load of �̀t we open the invariant which contains the points-to
predicate �̀t ↪→−i `t along with the duplicable information

`t 7→κ
n (ι, `t�) ∗ `t ↪→−i fold (some (x, `t�)),
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for some x and `t�. We can use this to symbolically execute the argument in
the application. We then get to the rec where we apply the Löb rule. We then
get to the first load inside the recursive function.

let t = ! `t� in

We can open the invariant and lookup `t in the nodes map which in the nextNode
predicate tells us that `t� points to some `n which is either another node or nil.

(`t� ↪→1/2
i `n ∗ `n ↪→−i fold none ∗ H# `t�

γ
) ∨ (∃ι, `n�.`t� ↪→−i `n ∗ `n 7→κ

n (ι, `n�))

We split on this disjunction, which corresponds to which branch in the match
is taken.

In the last case of the disjunction, when the node is succeeded by another
node, we call the function recursively on the pointer to the next node and can
apply the induction hypotheses.

In the first case we have

`t� ↪→1/2
i `n ∗ `n ↪→−i fold none ∗ H# `t�

γ
(4)

and arrive at the linearization point and open the invariant around:

if CAS `t `n `x

There are two cases depending on whether the CAS fails or succeeds.
The case when the CAS fails is simple. Since `t is in the nodes map we know

that it points to something, which makes the CAS safe. The CAS evaluates
to False which takes us to the second branch where we apply the induction
hypothesis for the recursive call.

If the CAS succeeds we have to provide a full points-to predicate for `t.
From opening the invariant we have isQueueMS(γ, κ, `n�, xs). When given the
empty list this predicate contains

`n′� ↪→1/2
i `n ∗ H# `n′�

γ

for some `′n, which per the agreement must be equal to `n. By induction in xs
we can establish that the CAS operation then gives:

isQueueMS(γ, κ, `n�, xs ++ [x])

We can then step the specification code forward, close the invariants, and con-
clude the proof.

5 Refinement proof of the original MS-queue

In this section we extend the invariant and proof to the original MS-queue.

15



5.1 Invariant

As previously seen, in the disjunction in IN keeps track of a nodes state in
relation to the sentinel position. In the original MS-queue we additionally keep
track of a nodes state in the relation to the tail position. We again represent
these states using the resource algebra N+.

notYetTail , 0 isTail , 1 noLongerTail , 2

To relate a node to an instance of this resource algebra we extend the type of
the nodes map with an additional ghost name

M , Loc
fin−⇀ GName×GName× Loc.

The adapted invariant can be seen in Figure 8. We have omitted definitions
that are identical to what they where before. There are a few small changes
concerning adding the additional ghost name. Besides that, only IN and IMS is
different.

The IN predicate has been extended with an additional disjunction which
represents a nodes state in relation to the tail position. The key aspects are
that if a node is currently the tail then it owns half of the tail pointer, and that
a node can not change into no longer being the tail unless it has a succeeding
node.

The IMS predicate has been changed to only contain half lars: add ’of ’ the
points-to predicate for the tail pointer. It additionally contains ◦ isTail ω, the
fragmental knowledge that the tail pointer points to a node which is at least in
the isTail state. The knowledge is only fragmental since the tail pointer may be
outdated and a single node behind the actual last node.

5.2 Proof

We prove that the original Michael-Scott queue is a contextual refinement of a
course grained queue.

� queueMS ≤log queueCG : ∀α.(1→ (Option α))× (α→ 1)

The overall structure of the proof is the same as the previous refinement proof.
The steps taken in the initialization are almost identical, the only trivial dif-
ference being that we must know allocate an extra piece of ghost state for the
initial sentinel, namely • isTail ω.

Details aside, the refinement proof for dequeue is virtually unchanged. This
should not be surprising as the implementation of dequeue is the same and since
we have only extended the invariants with additional information that dequeue
does not need nor interfere with.

Hence it suffices to show that the enqueue of the original MS-queue refines
its course grained specification.

[α := R] � enqueueMS �̀t ≤log enqueueCG `lock `list : α→ 1.

16



Invariant for the MS-queue

IMS(γ, κ, �̀s, �̀t, xsi) , ∃ `s, `t, `s�, `t�, ιs, ιt, ωs, ωt.
�̀s ↪→

1/2
i `s ∗ `s 7→κ

n (ιs, ωs, `s�) ∗ • 1/2nodeSentinel
ιs∗

�̀t ↪→
1/2
i `t ∗ `t 7→κ

n (ιt, ωt, `t�) ∗ ◦ isTail ω∗
isQueueMS(γ, κ, `s�, xsi) ∗ INS(γ, κ, �̀s)

Representation predicate for the MS-queue

isQueueMS(γ, κ, �̀n, []) , ∃`n. �̀n ↪→
1/2
i `n ∗ `n ↪→−i fold none ∗ H# �̀n

γ

isQueueMS(γ, κ, �̀n, x :: xs) , ∃`n, `n�, ι, ω.
`n 7→κ

n (ι, ω, `n�) ∗ • 1/2nodeLive
ι∗

�̀n ↪→−i `n ∗ `n ↪→−i fold (some (inj2 x, `n�))∗
isQueueMS(γ, κ, `n�, xs)

The nodes map which contains the authorative map

INS(γ, κ, �̀s) , ∃m.• (ag m)
κ ∗ ∗

`s 7→(ι,ω,`n)∈m

IN(γ, κ, ι, ω, �̀s, `s, `n)

Invariant maintained for a single node

IN(γ, κ, ι, ω, �̀s, �̀t, `n, `n�) , ∃x.`n ↪→−i fold (some (x, `n�)) ∗ nextNode(γ, κ, `n�)∗
((• nodeDead ι ∗ pointsToSome `n�)∨

(• 1/2 nodeSentinel
ι ∗ �̀s ↪→

1/2
i `n)∨

(• 1/2 nodeLive
ι
))∗

((• noLongerTail ω ∗ pointsToSome(`n�))∨

(• isTail ω ∗ �̀t ↪→
1/2
i `n)∨

(• 1/2notYetTail
ω

))

nextNode(γ, κ, �̀n) , ∃`n. ( �̀n ↪→
1/2
i `n ∗ `n ↪→−i fold none ∗ H# �̀n

γ
)

∨(∃ι, ω, `n�. �̀n ↪→−i `n ∗ `n 7→κ
n (ι, ω, `n�))

Figure 8: The invariants for the original MS-queue
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Recall that per the definition of enqueue the right hand side is.

letn = ref (fold (some (some x, ref (ref (fold none))))) in
(rec try () =

let c = π2 (getValue (unfold ! ! �̀t))
t = ! c

in match unfold ! t with
none ⇒ if  CAS c t n

then �̀t ← n; ()
else try ()

some ⇒ try ()
) ()

The linearization points is indicated above with  . From stepping through the
first line we get

`nil ↪→ fold none ∗ `x� ↪→ `nil ∗ `x ↪→ fold (some (some xI , `s�)). (5)

We apply the löb rule at the rec. We then get to the first load

let c = π2 (getValue (unfold ! ! �̀t ))

We find the points-to predicate in the invariant and can keep the following
resources when closing it.

`t 7→κ
n (ιt, ωt, `t�) ∗ ◦ isTail ω ∗ `t ↪→−i fold (some (x, `t�)) (6)

Then
in match unfold ! `t� with

We load lookup `t in the nodes map and split on the disjunction inside nextNode.
In case the next node is not a nil-node, we take the second branch of the match,
and can finish the proof by the induction hypothesis. In the other case the first
branch is taken, and when we close the invariant we can keep.

`nil′ ↪→−i fold none (7)

Where `nil′ is the nil-node which currently succeeds `t.
We now arrive at the linearization point.

none⇒ if CAS `t� `nil′ `x

If the CAS fails, the proof follows from the induction hypothesis. If the CAS
succeeds then `t� points to the same node as it did before. We can get half the
points-to predicate inside nextNode by looking up `t in the nodes map and the
other half is inside isQueueMS. Thus we can get

`t� ↪→ `nil′ (8)
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and safely step over the CAS.
Consider the new disjunction added to IN. Since we have the fragmental

knowledge ◦ isTail ω, from Equation 6, we can rule out the last disjunct. Addi-
tionally, from Equation 8 and Equation 7 we know that `t� points to a nil node,
and we can rule out the first disjunct as well. This gives us the middle disjunct:

• isTail ω ∗ �̀t ↪→
1/2
i `t

But, after the CAS we now have

`t� ↪→ `x

and since `x is not a nil node we can insert `t back into the nodes map in
the noLongerTail case of the disjunction. To do that we have to make a frame
preserving update from • isTail into • noLongerTail. But, we can keep

`t� ↪→1/2
i `x (9)

when we close the invariant.
We then arrive at the store operation.

then �̀t ← n; ()

We can open the invariant and find half the points-to predicate for �̀t. We have
the other half from Equation 9. This makes the store safe.

6 Discussion

Mention some of the following points:

• The idea of states for nodes (Live, Sentinel, Dead) comes from [4], which,
as mentioned in the Introduction, considered a simpler variant without a
tail pointer.

• The implementation in [4] was written in a language with a different oper-
ational semantics, in which tagged sums are heap allocated, which means
that it is possible to CAS on them. This means that the each of the
enqueue and dequeue operations in loc. cit. only uses a single CAS oper-
ation. And therefore, the authors of [4] did not have to address the subtle
point in the proof of dequeue that we discussed on page blah / in section
blah, which we had to address because our implementation used two CAS
operations.

• The implementation of MS queue considered by Krogh-Jespersen also used
two CAS operations (correct ?? CHECK!!) and, as mentioned in footnote
earlier, Krogh-Jespersen conjectured that it was necessary to use specula-
tion (prophecy variables) to finish the proof of dequeue.
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• Here we show that in fact there is no need to use prophecy variables,
because we are sure that values don’t change between the two CAS opera-
tions and we capture that in the proof using fractional points to predicates
(phrase more precisely).

• Finally, also add a remark that the proofs have also been done in ReLoC,
include a pointer to the Coq code and mention that the invariants are more
or less the same but proofs done at higher level of abstraction (anything
else to mention ?)
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